The study of evolution of networks has received increased interest with the recent discovery that many real-world networks possess many things in common, in particular the manner of evolution of such networks. By adding a dimension of time to graph analysis, evolving graphs present opportunities and challenges to extract valuable information. This paper introduces the Evolving Graph Markup Language (EGML), an XML application for representing evolving graphs and related results. Along with EGML, a software tool is provided for the study of evolving graphs. New evolving graph drawing techniques based on the force-directed graph layout algorithm are also explored. Our evolving graph techniques reduce vertex movements between graph instances, so that an evolving graph can be viewed with smooth transitions. 1 arXiv:1006.4608v1 [math.CO]
Introduction
Building visualization tools for networks is an active research topic. An effective visualization tool is useful for understanding the mutations of an evolving graph. Picturing data as images (or movies) is more helpful than summary statistics.
Visualization tools for evolving graphs can be classified into two categories [10] . The first category views evolving graphs as several instances of static graphs called 'snapshots' [2] . Visualization systems have been built wherein evolving graphs are viewed as multiple snapshots of static graphs. This is done by placing the graphs next to each other so that a user can look at the graphs side by side and see the transitions from one graph to the next. If an evolving graph has a small number of vertices, this approach works well. However, the larger the size of the graph, the more difficult it is for a user to distinguish changes between two graphs.
The second category views an evolving graph as a 'movie' [3] , where graph instances are shown one at a time and the next graph instance is shown by gradually modifying the current instance.
Ideally, vertices which do not undergo change remain insitu, while vertices that are affected by changes move to their new positions. The research on evolutionary graphs is still evolving and the focus of this paper is on scalability in the implementation. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 consists of a brief literature review of some pertinent papers. Section 3 introduces Evolving Graph Markup Language (EGML) and a software tool for visualization of evolving graphs. The datasets used, namely, Eurovision and US House of Representatives, are also explained. Section 4 describes the design of two new evolving graph layout algorithms vertex optimization and vector optimization. Section 5 contains experimental results on the two new evolving graph layout algorithms on different types of evolving graphs, and Section 6 consists of the conclusions.
Literature Review
Software for visualization of large networks has been implemented by Batagelj and Mrvar [1] . The main contribution of this work is scalability because it is very difficult to implement visualization for graphs with more than 1,000 vertices. It is also important to visualize changes in evolving graphs. Preston and Krishnamoorthy initiated methods for graphical visualization of evolving graphs and provided many visualization methods [11] . Some visualization work has been done by Punin et al. who provided a graph representation in XML format [14] , and by Fruchterman and Reingold [8] who proposed the elegant force-directed placement algorithm. Other researchers have contributed to visualization analysis using graph representation, e.g., Cole et al. [5] and Wegman and Marchette [17] . A comprehensive survey of graph drawing and algorithms for visualization of graphs is given in the book by Tollis et al. [15] . Recently Moody et al. focused on visualizing dynamic networks and give an overview of various applications in longitudinal social networks [10] .
3 Markup language and software tool for evolving graphs
Evolving Graph Markup Language
The Evolving Graph Markup Language (EGML) is an extended application of the eXtensible Graph Markup and Modeling Language (XGMML) [13] , which is an XML application based on the Graph Markup Language (GML) used for describing graphs. The purpose of EGML is to enable the exchange of evolving graphs between different authoring and browsing tools. There are also other graph markup languages (NaGML for instance) [4] , [18] .
EGML DTD (Document Type Definition) specifications and EGML XSD (XML Schema Definition) specifications are provided in the appendix. EGML DTD was developed in the doctoral dissertation of the first author under the supervision of the second author [12] .
Software tool for evolving graphs
A special software tool that reads and writes EGML-formatted files has been built to help study evolving graphs. This tool allows the user to view and manipulate evolving graphs. It also allows the user to view evolving graph transitions where each graph instance is shown with vertex and edge transitions to the next graph instance. Figure 1 shows the graphical user interface for viewing and manipulating evolving graphs. The evolving graph window, which shows an evolving graph, contains a tool bar on the top, the navigating bar on the left, and the evolving graph view on the right. The tool bar contains three buttons and a slider. Each button is used for adding new vertices, edges, or graphs respectively. The slider in the tool bar changes the scale of the evolving graph view. The navigating bar Figure 2 shows the graphical user interface for viewing evolving graph transitions. The transition window contains a tool bar on the top and the transition view. The tool bar contains a group of buttons used to navigate graph instances, a slider for scaling transition view, and two buttons for starting and stopping the transition.
Examples of evolving graphs

Eurovision dataset
The Eurovision Song Contest is an annual competition held among European countries. Each country submits a song and casts votes for the other countries' songs, rating which ones are the best. The country with the highest score wins the competition. Broadcast since 1956, this competition is one of the mostwatched non-sporting events in the world [6] .
The rules of the contest have changed over time, though the current scoring system has been in use since 1975. Each participating country votes for the ten other countries by assigning the following set of points: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12} [7] . Watts [16] has an interesting view on how politics affects vote results.
The Eurovision evolving graph is constructed from competition data ranging from 1956 to 2002. Each vertex represents a participating country and a directed edge represents a vote a country cast for another country. There are 47 graph instances of undirected weighted graphs with 41 distinct countries. The circular graph layout of Eurovision evolving graph is depicted in Figure 3 .
US House of Representatives dataset
The US House of Representatives dataset [9] contains roll call votes of the representatives from [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] . The data are stored in text file format and each file contains roll call votes during a two-year period. The following shows sample roll call votes data:
1019990899 0USA  20000BUSH  9999996999169699999996  1011509041 1ALABAMA 20001CALLAHAN H6616166161166616111166  1011071741 2ALABAMA 20001DICKINSON 6611166166166616666116  1011563241 3ALABAMA 10002BROWDER GL0000000000000000000000  1011103741 3ALABAMA 10051NICHOLS BI0000000000000000000000  1011100041 4ALABAMA 10001BEVILL TOM1166199111616116111166  1011441941 5ALABAMA 10001FLIPPO RON1166111111116111111116  1011502241 6ALABAMA 10001ERDREICH B1166111111616116111166  1011541641 7ALABAMA 10001HARRIS CLA1166111111116116111116  1011406681 1ALASKA 20001YOUNG DONA6611611169116111966116  1011544061 1ARIZONA 20001RHODES JOH6616166166166611661116  1011056661 2ARIZONA 10001UDALL The force directed algorithm [8] is among the most common graph layout algorithms. It was designed for undirected graphs and intended to achieve the even distribution of vertices over the frame, minimizing edge crossing, making edge length uniform, and reflecting inherent symmetry.
There are two principles for graph drawing in the force directed algorithm. The first principle is to draw vertices that are connected by edges close to each other, and the second principle is that vertices should not be drawn too close to each other.
The force directed algorithm considers vertices behaving as atomic particles, exerting attractive forces and repulsive forces on one another. These attractive and repulsive forces induce movements of the vertices. The attractive force is generated between neighboring vertices and the repulsive force is generated by all vertices. These forces depend on the placement of vertices on a frame.
The total force obtained by the total sum of vectors generated by repulsive forces and attractive forces for each vertex is used to determine the new position in Displace-vertex, together with the temperature value which limits the maximum distance each vertex can move from its current position.
Vertex optimization algorithm
The Vertex optimization algorithm developed by the authors is an algorithm for drawing an evolving graph based on the force directed algorithm. It tries to optimize the vertex position to reduce the amount of movements of each vertex between the transitions. Each instance of evolving graph will be subjected to the force directed algorithm using forces generated by the graph itself and its neighboring graph instances. The vertices of the neighboring graph instances are used to generate forces that draw the same vertices on the current graph instance close to them. The outline of vertex optimization algorithm is the following.
Vertex optimization algorithm runs Vertex-optimized-force-directed for each instance of an evolving graph. It is the same as the force directed algorithm with addition of lines 9 to 11 where it uses vertices from neighboring graph instance to calculate attractive forces between them.
Vertex u is from graph instance G and vertex v is from neighboring graph instance of G. The use of attractive force to pull the same vertex on different graph instances together can be thought of as adding a new edge between them although the function for calculating attractive force may not have to be the same.
Window Size
The vertex optimization algorithm uses vertices from neighboring graph instances to determine placement of vertices. As the goal of the algorithm is to find the optimal position of vertices for each graph instance, it is not necessary to use only vertices from neighboring graph instances, which are the graph instances that are next to the considered graph instance. The more number of graph instances used, the better the vertex positions determined.
Window size is the number of graph instances that the algorithm uses to generate the attractive forces.
Vector optimization algorithm
The vector optimization algorithm, also developed by the authors, addresses the problem of making the transition between graph instances smoother by considering the direction that vertices move from and to. In vertex optimization algorithm, the goal is to minimize the distance between the same vertex on adjacent graph instances. However, in vector optimization algorithm, not only the distance is considered, but also the direction to which the vertex moves. The movement is considered smooth if the direction that the vertex moves to is somewhat the same direction. For example if a vertex moves from left to right but then moves to left, this makes the movement not smooth, since the vertex moves in the opposite direction.
The idea of vector optimization is to penalize more a vertex which has such movement by adding more force in the opposite direction.
The vector optimization algorithm constructs vectors that represent movement of vertex from vertex position of considered graph instance and its neighboring graph instances. These vectors are used to determine whether a vertex has an unsmooth movement and penalty can be assigned to the vertex. The outline for the vector optimization algorithm is as follows.
The Vector optimization algorithm runs Vector-optimized-force-directed for each instance of an evolving graph. It is the same as the force directed algorithm with addition of lines 9 to 17. It has parameters G p , G, and G n where G p denotes a graph G p = (V p , E p ) as the previous graph instance, G denotes a graph G = (V, E) as the current graph instance, and G n denotes a graph G n = (V n , E n ) as the next graph instance.
Vectors ν 1 , ν 2 and ν a are created from the position of vertex u on different graph instances. Vector ν 1 is created from the position of vertex u p , the vertex u on the previous graph instance and vertex u. Vector ν 2 is created from the position of vertex u and vertex u n , the vertex u on the next graph instance. Vector ν a is the vector addition of vector ν 1 and ν 2 .
The condition for penalizing a vertex with more force to the opposite direction is ν a < max(ν 1 , ν 2 ), the addition of two vectors has a size smaller than either of ν 1 or ν 2 . This is because the size of the vector addition will increase if two vectors are in about the same direction and the size will decrease if two vectors are not in the same direction. The penalized force is computed when the condition holds true in Calculate-attractive-force. By adding a penalty value, the force in opposite direction is computed.
Measurement for optimization
The goal for optimization is to place vertices in a way that minimizes their movements. An obvious parameter for optimization is the total distances these vertices move. The total distances can be measured in different way depending on whether the interest is in the overall performance, the specific vertex, or specific graph.
Total distance measurement ( td EG )
Total distance measurement adds the movements of all vertices during the transition for all graph instances. The total distance measurement of an evolving graph can be computed as follows:
Total distance per graph measurement sums all the movements of vertices during the transition from graph instance G to the next graph instance. It can be computed as follows:
Total distance per vertex measurement sums all the movements of a vertex during the transition for all graph instances. It can be computed as follows:
return td v
Experimental results
The Vertex optimization and Vector optimization algorithms were run on different types of evolving graphs. First, vertex optimization was run on generated evolving graphs which are randomly generated evolving graphs with different degree distribution. Second, vertex optimization was run on five evolving graphs. These evolving graphs were created specifically to understand the effect of the algorithm on evolving graphs. Third, the comparison between vertex optimization and vector optimization was done with evolving graphs. Fourth, vertex optimization algorithm was run on real-world evolving graphs such as Eurovision evolving graphs and US House of Representatives evolving graphs.
Vertex optimization on generated evolving graphs
In this experiment, the vertex optimization algorithm is tested on different types of generated evolving graphs. The effect of window size and performance is also tested.
Three types of generated evolving graphs are used, namely, random evolving graphs, exponential evolving graphs and scale-free evolving graphs. These evolving graphs have their graph instances with different degree distribution. Random evolving graphs are constructed such that their graph instances have Poisson degree distribution. Exponential evolving graphs have graph instances with exponential degree distribution. And scale-free evolving graphs have graph instances with power-law degree distribution.
All evolving graphs are constructed with comparable size. There are 20 graph instances in total where the first graph instance for random evolving graphs has 50 vertices and 20 edges and 5 more edges are added to each graph instance to create the next graph instance.
For exponential and scale-free evolving graphs, the first graph instance has 31 vertices and one more vertex is added for the next graph instance. Therefore the last graph instance will also have 50 vertices which is the same as number of vertices for random evolving graphs.
These generated evolving graphs are tested with the vertex optimization algorithm with different window size and the total distance measurement ( td EG ) is measured. Figure 5 : The total distance measure with different window size on different types of evolving graphs Figure 5 shows the plot of total distance measure versus varying window size after applying vertex optimization algorithm on the evolving graphs. The different types of evolving graphs are shown as different plots. All types of evolving graphs have the same effect as the total distance decreases when the window size increases. This means with higher window size value the movement distance of vertices become shorter.
Window size indicates the number of graph instances that are used to compute vertex placement and therefore the larger the window size the more the information available for determining the vertex placement.
The random evolving graphs also have higher total distance value than the other two evolving graphs. This is predictable considering the number of vertices the random evolving graphs have. Random evolving graphs have fixed number of vertices for all graph instances and have more vertices than the other two evolving graphs. These additional vertices must contribute to the higher total distance measure.
The exponential evolving graphs and scale-free evolving graphs have the same number of vertices and the total distance measure is about the same. Figure 6 shows the plot of computation time versus varying window size. The plot shows that large window size requires more computation time than small window size. The computation times for random evolving graphs are higher than the other two evolving graphs, also because of the number of vertices as in Figure  5 . These two plots show the trade-off between the optimized vertex position and computation time when changing window size. With larger window size, a better vertex position can be obtained at the expense of more computation time. Figure 7 shows the plot of total distance measure times the computation time versus varying window size. The value represents the performance trade-off between the optimal position and computation time. The lower value for total distance and computation time is preferable; therefore, the lowest point of the plot will represent the optimal window size. For random evolving graphs, the plot clearly shows the optimal window size at 5. The other plots have no clear optimal window size as the plots are almost straight lines.
This suggests that for random evolving graphs the best window size is around 5 but for real-world evolving graphs which have exponential or power-law distribution, choosing the window size depends more on the trade-off between the cost and computation time i.e., if we are more concerned about the cost, the larger window size is better, and if computation time is more important then lower window size is better.
Vertex optimization on evolving graphs
More examples of evolving graphs are constructed to understand the vertex optimization algorithm. All the evolving graphs have twenty graph instances and are described below.
Example: Evolving graph 1
Each instance is a line graph with 53 vertices and edges (i, i + 1)|∀i = 1..52.
Evolving graph 1 is a line graph with no change between graph instances. All the vertices remain unchanged in position in different graph instances. Figure 8 shows one graph instance of evolving graph 1.Only the first five vertices of the graph instance are shown. Evolving graph 2 has graph instances which switch between a line graph and a graph with no edges. All vertices remain unchanged in position in different graph instances. Figure 9 shows two graph instances in evolving graph 2. The odd graph instance is on top and the even graph instance is on the bottom in the figure. Only the first five vertices of each graph instance are shown. Evolving graph 3 has two sets of line graphs. The first set has 15 graph instances and the other set has 5 graph instances. The setup for the second set of graph instances has different vertices in the same position as vertices in the first set of graph instances, e.g., vertex 1 is in the same position for both sets, vertex 2 from the first set is in the same position as vertex 3 from the second set and so on. Figure 10 shows two graph instances in evolving graph 3. The first 15 graph instances are the same as the top figure and the last 5 graph instances are the same as the bottom figure. Only the first five vertices of each graph instance are shown. Evolving graph 4 has twenty different sets of line graphs. The first line graph has vertices in the order 1, 2, 3, and so on. The second line graph has vertices in the order 1, 3, 5, and so on. Different vertices from different graphs are in the same position, i.e., vertex 1 is in the same position for all graph instances, vertex 2 from the first graph instance, vertex 3 from the second graph instance, vertex 4 from the third graph instance are in the position. Figure 11 shows the first five graph instances in evolving graph 4. Only the first five vertices are shown in each graph instance.
Example: Evolving graph 5
Each graph instance is a circular graph with 53 vertices and edges (i, i + 1)|∀i = 1..53 and extra edges (40, j)|∀j = 1..20 but the edge (40, k) for the k th graph instance is absent.
Evolving graph 5 has twenty circular graph instances with additional edges from vertex 40 to a set of vertices 1 to 20. One additional edge is missing for each graph instance. All the same vertices in different graph instances are in the same position. Figure 12 shows the first four graph instances in evolving graph 5. Each evolving graph is run on the vertex optimization algorithm using different window sizes from 1 to 5. The results are quantified by distance measure and plotted in Figure 21 to 35 in Appendix A.
Experimental results
Vertex optimization Vs. Vector optimization algorithm
The five evolving graphs have been used to compare the two evolving graph layout algorithms. Figure 13 : The total distance measure with different layout algorithms Figure 13 shows the comparison of total distance measure between vertex optimization and vector optimization algorithms. The window size is set to five for both algorithms. The plot shows that vector optimization algorithm does not improve over the vertex optimization algorithm.
Vertex optimization on Eurovision and US House of Representatives evolving graphs
Eurovision evolving graph
The circular graph layout of Eurovision evolving graph is in Figure 3 . This layout gives a general view of each graph instance in the Eurovision evolving graph. The first 14 graph instances have smaller number of vertices and edges than the other instances. This is attributed to the change in competition format which results in more consistent number of participating countries and scores each country gives to the others.
The graph layout of Eurovision evolving graph using vertex optimization algorithm is in Figure 14 . The winning country in each year is represented by the red vertex in the drawing. These winning countries, in general, are placed not far from the center of the graph. Although we expect them to be exactly at the center of the graph, that is not the case, which is due to several reasons. First, the competition should be modeled as a weighted directed graph, but vertex optimization does not take edge weight into account. Second, vertex optimization has window size effect which pulls the same vertex in different graph instance together.
Figure 14: Eurovision evolving graph with vertex optimization layout
The total distance measure for Eurovision evolving graph is as follows: Figure 15 shows the plot of total distance measure versus varying window sizes on the Eurovision evolving graph. Another two values are added to the plot at window sizes of -1 and 0. The first value describes the total distance when the vertices on Eurovision evolving graph are placed randomly. The second value describes the total distance when the algorithm does not use any information from neighboring graph instances. It is equivalent to running a force directed algorithm on each graph instance separately. Overall, the vertex optimization helps reduce the movement of vertices for Eurovision graphs, the larger the window size, the smaller the total distance measure. Figure 16 shows the plot of total distance measure per graph on Eurovision evolving graph. There are spikes in the plot which is consistent with graph difference. Slovakia, and Ukraine are countries that never participate in consecutive year so the total distance are not measured.
Countries with small movements are consistent with countries that form a cluster. The total distance per vertex could be another way to determine a cluster in evolving graphs.
US House of Representatives evolving graph
The circular graph layout of US House of Representatives evolving graph is in Figure 4 . This layout shows the density of edges in each graph instance. The 4 th , 7 th , and 8 th graph instances have high edge density even though edges have been filtered by 90% weight threshold.
The graph layout of US House of Representatives evolving graph using vertex optimization algorithm is in Figure 17 . Due to very large layout, vertices in the drawing appear as small dots. A giant component can be seen in all graph instances. We expect to see two giant components representing two parties and the layouts show one bigger giant component and a smaller component. The reason the second component cannot be seen clearly is because of the weight threshold. The graph instances in which the second component cannot be seen clearly just do not have enough edges for the second component to form. The graph instances that have high density edges clearly shows two giant components.
The total distance measure for Eurovision evolving graph is as follows: Figure 18 shows the total distance measure on US House of Representatives evolving graph with different window sizes. The total distance drops, as the window size increases. Figure 19 shows the total distance per graph measure on US House of Representatives evolving graph. For window sizes higher than one, the total distance measure per graph are quite steady through all graph instances, suggesting that there is no significant difference in graph configuration. 
Conclusions
The goal for an evolving graph layout algorithm in the current work is to automatically draw an evolving graph in two dimensions in a manner that augments intuitive understanding of an evolving graph. This involves drawing graph instances to reflect their structure and also providing smooth transitions between graph instances.
Two new evolving graph layout algorithms are introduced and analyzed as part of a research study on visualization tools for evolving graphs. The first algorithm, the vertex optimization algorithm, minimizes the distance between the same vertex in neighboring graph instances by extending the force directed graph layout algorithm. It incorporates attractive forces between the same vertices on neighboring graph instances with the existing forces in force directed algorithm. The second algorithm, the vector optimization algorithm, addresses the smooth movement of vertices between transitions between graph instances. Forces are increased as a penalty for vertices which unsmooth the transitions.
Three measurements are introduced for capturing vertex movements. The total distance explains the overall performance of a layout algorithm. The total distance per graph explains the movement between graph instances as well as the difference between their graph instances' structure. The total distance per vertex explains the impact of different graph instances' structure upon a vertex.
Different types of evolving graphs are tested using vertex optimization algorithm. The experiments show that the difference in degree distribution does not affect the total distance as much as the difference in graph structure. Window size, which indicates the amount of information a certain graph instance can gather from its neighboring graph instances, has a significant impact on the total distance measure. However, this comes with a trade-off with computation time. A good window size for small to medium size evolving graphs is five.
Although vector optimization algorithm looks promising to provide a smoother transition between graph instances, the experiments show that there is no improvement over vertex optimization in terms of the total distance measure.
Experiments on real data evolving graphs also show that vertex optimization algorithm can minimize the total movements for vertices in these evolving graphs, thereby giving a smoother transition. The three total distance measurements can be used together with other analysis tools such as clustering, or centrality metrics.
Appendix A
Figures 21 to 36
Figure 21: The total distance measure with different window sizes on evolving graph 1 Figures 21, 24, 27, 30, and 33 show the total distance measure with window size from one to five on evolving graphs 1 to 5, respectively. Figures 22, 25, 28, 31, and 34 show the total distance per graph measure with window size from one to five on evolving graphs 1 to 5, respectively. Figures 23, 26, 29, 32, and 35 show the total distance per vertex measure with window size from one to five on evolving graphs 1 to 5, respectively.
Discussion
In Figure 21 the plot of total distance measure drops from window size of 1 to 2 and is quite steady afterward. This suggests that window size of 1 is not big enough and after window size of 2, there is small gain on improvement. Figure 22 shows that most of the total distance per graph measure for window size of 1 comes from the difference between the first and second graph instance. All window sizes have high total distance per graph between the second and third graph instances. The figure shows that the first couple of graph instances are in unsteady state because the force directed algorithm moves vertices in the first graph instance further in the early round, but are unable to move them back since the first graph instance is constrained by other graph instances which are still not in their optimized position; contrary to the other graph instances which are constrained by some optimized graph instances, which, therefore, are likely to be in a more steady state. Figure 23 shows that total distance per vertex measure on evolving graph 1 with window size of 1 keeps increasing for later vertices where other window size have steady total distance measure for all vertices. This suggests that the vertices are moved away further at the end of a line graph. Figure 24 is a plot of total distance measure on evolving graph 2. It shows the drop as window size increases. However, the total distance measure is significantly higher than the plot of evolving graph 1.
In Figure 25 , the plot of total distance measure per graph on evolving graph 2 with window size 1 shows higher total distance than the other window sizes for all graph instances. The plot also shows the same effect between graph instance 2 and 3 as in Figure 22 .
In Figure 26 , the plot of total distance measure per vertex on evolving graph 2 shows varying total distance between vertices. This shows that all the vertices are disturbed by the configuration of switching between two sets of graph instances.
In Figure 27 , the plot of total distance measure on evolving graph 3 shows the drop as window size increases. The total distance measure is higher than that of evolving graph 1.
In Figure 28 , the plot of total distance measure per graph on evolving graph 3 shows the high total distance measure between the two graph instance with different configurations, which is expected. It is significant to point out that another high total distance occurs at another graph instance far from the highest total distance by the amount of window size. For example, with window size of 4, the highest total distance is at graph 15; graphs 11 and 19 also have high total distance.
In Figure 29 , the plot of total distance measure per vertex on evolving graph 3 has an interesting pattern. The odd vertices seem to have low total distance and the even vertices have high total distance. From the configuration, this is reasonable because the first set of graph instances connects the odd and even vertices together and the second set of graph instances connects the odd vertices with odd vertices and the even vertices with even vertices.
In Figure 30 , the plot of total distance measure on evolving graph 4 has the same shape as that of other evolving graphs. The total distance value, however, is significantly higher than the other evolving graphs. Since all graph instances have different configurations, this is expected.
In Figure 31 , the plot of total distance measure per graph on evolving graph 4 shows high total distance for all graph instances for all window sizes. Window sizes 2 to 5 all have a comparatively similar plot. The configuration is set up so that the same vertex is farther for later graph instances. Therefore, the plot increases from graph instance 1 to 5. After graph instance 5, with the roundup, the vertices are no farther any more and total distance stops increasing.
In Figure 32 , the plot of total distance measure per vertex on evolving graph 4 shows high total distance for window size of 1. Window sizes 2 to 5 have comparatively similar plots.
In Figure 33 , the plot of total distance measure on evolving graph 5 drops as the window size increases.
In Figure 34 , the plot of total distance measure per graph on evolving graph 5 shows unsteady state in the first couple of graph instances and steady state afterward for all window sizes. The difference of one edge seems to have little impact on the overall placement.
In Figure 35 , the plot of total distance measure per vertex on evolving graph 5 shows varying total distance for each vertex. Vertex 40 with the most changes has high total distance but does not have the highest total distance. Vertices 1 to 20 which connect to vertex 40 all have high total distances. The plot around vertices 1 to 20 looks like a bell curve and the plot around vertex 40 looks like a spike. This suggests that vertices around the high total distance vertices are pulled. This is reasonable because the graph configuration is circular. The graph layout using vertex optimization algorithm for evolving graph 5 is in Figure 36 .
Overall, the results show that for simple evolving graphs such as example 1 and example 2, where the best result is to retain the position of all vertices, the vertex optimization algorithm might not obtain the best result. However, considering other factors such as the optimum position of vertices relative to other vertices in the same graph instances that the force directed algorithm provides, the vertex optimization algorithm can be used for automatic evolving graph layout. Different window sizes yield different results with high value of window size generally resulting in better total distance measure. Window size 1 gives poor results compared to others and window size 2 is adequate for very simple evolving graphs.
Evolving graph 1 shows that error in the first few graph instances contributes to the total distance measure. Evolving graph 2 shows that the difference in graph configuration contributes to the total distance measure. Evolving graphs 3, 4 and 5 show that the total distance per graph measure can tell roughly where the high change in graph configuration occurs. Total distance per vertex measure can explain the difference in graph configuration.
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